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A semigroup is called completely regular if it is a union of groups. It has long 
been known [2, Theorem 4.61 that every completely regular semigroup S is a 
semilattice of completely simple semigroups; that is, S is a disjoint union 
lJ{S,: (Y E Y} of completely simple semigroups S, indexed by a semilattice Y, 
such that S,S, C S,, for all ~1, /3 E Y, where $3 denotes the product (or meet) 
of iy. and p in Y. By the Rees theorem [2, Theorem 3.51, each S, is isomorphic 
with a Rees matrix semigroup &(G,; 1, , (I,; P,), and so has known structure. 
This result gives us what we might call the “gross structure” of S. Its “fine 
structure, ” just how the products S,S, are located in S,, , is quite another 
matter. A step in this direction was taken by Lallement [6, Theorem 2.101, who 
showed that the structure of S was determined by a system of mappings 
Qua: Sa --t l2(S,) (for c1 > /3 in Y), where fin(r) d enotes the translational hull of T. 
A more informative expression for Q(T) when T is completely simple is given 
in [S] and used in [9, Theorem 31 to amplify Lallement’s theorem. While very 
useful in establishing various properties and classifications, as shown in [9], this 
result is very complicated. One of the purposes of the present paper is to give 
a simplified version of this theorem (Theorem 2), the simplification due to the 
(permissible) assumption that every sandwich matrix P, is “normalized” 
[2, Sect. 3.21. This is based on Theorem 1, which gives an improved expression 
for Q(T), T = &(G; I, (1; P), when we assume that P is normalized. 
The rest of the paper gives two applications of Theorem 2, first to bands of 
groups (Theorems 3 and 4), and then to completely regular semigroups satisfying 
g-covering (Theorem 5). Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are specializations of these. 
Theorem 3 presents a description of bands of groups which is quite different 
from that of Leech [7, Theorem I]. One finds a simpler construction (Theorem 4) 
for s-split bands of groups. 
A completely regular semigroup S = U{S,. . 01 E Yj is said to satisfy B-covering 
[9, Sect. 81 if, whenever e and f are idempotent elements of S such that e E S, 
and f~ S, with o( > p, then e > f in the usual partial ordering of idempotents 
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(e > f if ef = fe = f). A band has this property if and only if it is almost 
commutative, and the structure of every such band was determined by Hall [4]. 
By an orthogroup we mean a completely regular semigroup S which is orthodox, 
i.e., the set Es of idempotents of S is a subsemigroup of S. Beginning in 1960, the 
structure of orthogroups has been investigated by Fantham, Preston, Yamada, 
and others (see [I] for references). The structure of any orthogroup S = 
(J{S,: 01 E Y} satisfying B-covering, and for which Y is totally ordered, was 
given by one of us [9, Theorem II]. The same result was given previously by 
Fortunatov [3]. In Theorem 6.1, it is generalized to any orthogroup satisfying 
g-covering. 
Theorem 6.2 describes bands of groups satisfying C&covering. These have 
arisen in the work of Kacman [5], and this is discussed briefly at the end of the 
paper. 
Remark on notation. If X is a set, 9(X) [y*(X)] will denote the semigroup 
of all right [left] transformations of X. If x E X and + E r(X) [y*(X)], then the 
image of x under $ will be written x$ [4x], and the product &$s of two elements 
of y(X) is defined by x(&&J = (x$&s [($r&)x = +l(+g)]. If x1 E X, then the 
constant transformation in r(X) [y*(X)] that sends every element of X into 
xi will be denoted by (xi) [(x1)*]. Th us x(x1) = xi and (x1)*x = xi for every 
x in X. This differs from the notation in [9]. 
If X and Y are sets, Yx will denote the set of all mappings 4: X-+ Y when 
there is no question about composition of two such, and the image of x under $ 
may be written either x4 or 4x. 
1. AN EXPRESSION FOR THE TRANSLATIONAL HULL OF A REES MATRIX 
SEMIGROUP WITH NORMALIZED SANDWICH MATRIX 
Let S =..&(G;I,A;P) b e a R ees I x A matrix semigroup over a group G, with 
./I x I sandwich matrix P = (P,,J over G. Recall [2, Lemma 3.61 that certain 
changes can be made in P without changing S (to within isomorphism), and we 
can thereby “normalize” P so that all the entries in any given row and any given 
column are the identity element e of G. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that the index classes I and /I have an element 1 in common. We shall say that P 
is normalized at (1, 1) if p,,i = e = p,,, for all i in I and h in rl. 
The translational hull 52(S) of S was described in [S, Sect. I] as follows. If 
B E GI and x E y*(I), the transformation L(x, 0) of S defined by 
L(B, x)(a; i, A) = ((&)a; xi, A) (1.1) 
for all (a; i, /\) in S, is a left translation of S, and every left translation of S is 
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uniquely expressible as one of these. Dually, the right translations of S are the 
transformations R(w, #) defined by 
(a; i, 4(R(w, #) = (a&J); i, Jv), (1.2) 
where w E GA and $ E F(A). 
The product of two left or two right translations is given by 
where 
w, x>L(B’, x’) = LV, xx’), 
where 
8”i = [B(x’i)](Vi) (all i E I); 
w% 4) RbJ’, #‘) = R(w”, +,u, 
Xw” = (hw)[(X$~)w’] (all X E A). 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
By definition, Q(S) is the semigroup of all pairs (L(B, x), R(w, #)) of linked left 
and right translations (called “bitranslations”), and it is shown in [8, Sect. l] 
thatL(B, x) and R(w, 4) are linked if and only if 
PhdW = (Au) I& (all i E I, X E A). (1.5) 
The inner part 17(S) of Q(S) consists of the inner bitranslations rrs = (As , ps) 
of S (where B is a fixed element of S). If B = (6;j, CL), then 
s = v, , (h*), where 0,; = bp,,, (all i E I); 
PB = R(% > <CL), where AW~ = p,,jb (all h E A). 
V-6) 
The natural action of Q(S) on S is defined by 
w, x), oh, +))A = w, x)~, 
47, x), R+, 44 = A+, $1, 
for all A E S. 
(1.7) 
We proceed now to give a convenient representation of Q(S) when P is 
normalized. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = .k(G; I, A; P) be a Rees matrix semigroup with 
normalized sandwich matrix P. Let @(S) be the set of all (a; x, 4) in G x F*(I) x 
F(A) satisfying the condition 
PA.xiaPlhi = PA,da,i (dZiEI,AEA). (1.8) 
Define product in O(S) by 
(a; x, Ma’; x’, #‘I = (ahb,,v’; xx’, d~#>. (1.9) 
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The mapping (a; i, A) v (a; (i)*, (A)) is an isomorphism of S onto a subsemigroup 
@o(S) of @Go Th ere exists an isowphism of O(S) onto O(S) sending O,(S) onto 
n(S). Using this Gomorphism to transfer the natural action of Q(S) on S over to 
@(s), we fiti 
(b; x, $)(a; i, 4 = (bpl,.ia; xi, A), 
(a; 6 4@; x3 #I = (apA,& i, 44, 
(1.10) 
for all (b; x, #) in O(S) and all (a; i, A) in S. 
Proof. Define 5: O(S) + Q(S) by 
(a; x, #)5 = (L(& xl, NW, 4))~ 
where B and w are defined by 
Bi = ap,,,i (all i E I), 
Xw = PhIa (all h E A). 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
Equation (1.5) is immediate from (1.8) and (1.12), so (a; x, $){ E Q(S). The 
mapping 5 is evidently one-to-one. To show that it is onto, let (L(B, x), R(w, I/)) E 
Q(S). Setting i = 1 = p in (1.5), and using p,,, = e = P,,~ (by hypothesis), we 
obtain 191 = 1~. Let a = 01 (=lw). Now setting X = 1 in (1.Q we obtain 
Bi = up,,,, . Setting i = 1 in (1.5), we get Aw = pA,xIa. By (1.12), the given 
element of G(S) is the image of (a; x, I/J) under 1. 
To show that 5 is a homomorphism (and hence an isomorphism), we have 
+; x, $15 . (a’; x’, fl>t = (qe, x)W, ~‘1, R(w 4 WJ’, 4’)) 
= (L(B”, xx’), Nw”, xx’>>, 
where, by (1.3), (1.4), and (1.12) 
B”i = Upl~,x*iU‘pld,,i 
hi = P~,xlaP~*,x4 
On the other hand, using (1.9), 
(all i E I), 
(all h E A). 
b-4 x, 9>@‘; x’, 16’115 = (ah,,v’; xx’, #$‘)5 
= M4 9 xx’), %J, 5 VW>), 
where, by (1.12), 
hi = aP,kxha’Ppltilb*.i (all i E I), 
A~I = P~,,,kaPlti,rla’ (all h E A). 
It suffices to prove wr = w”, the proof that 0, = 8” being dual. But this is 
immediate from (l.B), replacing i by ~‘1. 
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The first assertion in Theorem 1 is immediate from (1.9): 
That O,(S)5 = n(S) is evident from (1.12) and (1.6). For if B = (b; j, p) E S, 
then 
(b; W*, +L))5 = WA <j>*), Rb, +L)N 
with Bi = bpllsi and Xw L p, jb, and hence equal to rrB by (1.6). 
Again with 8 given by (1.12) we have by (1.1) 
(b; x, #)(a; i, 4 = (b; x, 415 . (a; i, A) 
= L(e, ~)(a; i, 4 
= ((&)a; xi, A) 
= (bplll,ia; xi, 4. 
This proves the first part of (1. lo), and the second is dual. 
2. A NORMALIZED STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR 
COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
We begin by stating a variant of Lallement’s structure theorem for completely 
regular semigroups [6, Theorem 2.191 (see also [9, Theorem 11). It is obtained 
from Lallement’s theorem by replacing each Q(S,) by 8(&J, and Ga,.s: S, + 
Qb%) by Ya,c 8, -+ @(Se), where !Pa,, = @&;’ and to: Q(S,) -+ sZ(S,) is the 
isomorphism established in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM (Lallement). With each element c1 of u semiluttice Y associate 2 Rees 
matrix semigroup S, = &(G,; I, , A,; P,), with sandwich matrix P, normalized 
at (la, 1,). Suppose that S, n S, = o if~~ # /I, and let S = u(S,: a E Y}. With 
each pair 01 3 p in Y, associate a mapping YavB: S, -+ @(S,) satisfying thefollowing 
conditions. 
(Al) For each (a; i, X) in S, (LX E Y), 
(a; i, Vasa = (a; <i>*, GO). 
(A2) For arbitrary CL, /3 in Y, 
(&ul,,a,)(43~m3) c @clc%d 
If A E S, and B E S, , we define the product AB of A and B in S by 
AB = W~wx,WJ’,,dI K&o (2.1) 
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(A3) If~~>yinY,AES,,andB~Se,then 
If (Al-A3) hold, then with the product defined by (2.1), S is a completely regular 
semigroup. Conversely, every completely regular semigroup is isomorphic to one 
constructed in this way. 
We are now ready to state Theorem 2, which is a simplification of [9, Theorem 
31, made possible by normalizing all the sandwich matrices. 
THEOREM 2. With each element 01 of a semilattice Y associate a Rees matrix 
semigroup S, = &(G,; I, , A,; P,) with sandwich matrix P, = (P:,~) normalized 
at (lo, 1,). Assume that S,, n Se = 0 if u # 8, and let S = u{S,: 01 E Y}. With 
each pair 01 > p in Y, associate three mappings, 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(BO) Ifol>@in Y,AES,,iEIe,andA A,, then 
where we have written Aifor (Axa,& hA for h(A&e), and 1 for I, . 
(Bl) IfolEYandA =(a;i,)L)ES,, then 
AL = a, AX,,, = (i>*, 
(B2) Let 01 and j3 be arbitrary elements of Y, and let A E S, , B E S, . Then 
(Ax~.~(BxB.~B) and G%L&~~x~~) are constant transformations of I,, and A,, , 
respectively, say (k)* and (v). Define the product AB of A and B in S by 
(B3) Let 01,8, y be elements of Y such that @ > y, and let A E S, , B E S, . 
With AB defined by (2.2), 
MB) xol~.v = (Axa.v)(Bxe.J, 
CAB) 4ae.v = VWa.,)(B#,.,)~ 
CAB) La8.v = PKw) P&Q (B&J 
If these conditions are satisfied, then, with product defined by (2.2), S is a 
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completely regular semigroup. Conversely, every completely regular semigroup is 
isomorphic to one constructed in this way. 
Since Theorem 2 is just a transcription of Lallement’s theorem using 
Theorem 1, a formal proof is scarcely necessary. A mapping Y’o,o: S, -+ O,(S,) 
evidently determines a triple of mappings (&,a; xar,s, +&). Noting (1.8) of 
Theorem 1, condition (BO) simply expresses the fact that 
belongs to O,(S,J, for every A E S, . Conversely, every such triple satisfying 
(BO) determines a unique mapping ?P*,, . 
(Bl) is visibly the same as (Al). If $I > y in Y, A E S, , and B E S, , then, 
by (1.9)) 
When y = m/3, (A2) requires this to lie in 0,(&J, hence to be of the form 
(c; (k)*, (v:j), and this is exactly what (B2) requires. Since (c; (k)*, (v))Y&, = 
(c; k, v), definitions (2.1) and (2.2) of the product in S coincide. When y < c& 
and (B3) is just the componentwise formulation of (A3). 
If, as in (BO), we write Ai for (AxaJ i when 01 > /3, we see from (B3) that 
(AB)i = A(Bi) for all i E 1, . Similarly, /\(AB) = (XA)B for all X E fl,, . In 
particular, when a > /3, xa,U defines a left action of S, on IB, and lCla,a right 
action of S, on /l, . We could state Theorem 2 in terms of these actions and the 
mappings [,,a without introducing the letters xa,s and &s . 
When applying Theorem 2 to bands (idempotent semigroups) each group G, 
is trivial, and the mappings & disappear altogether. 
If the conditions of the theorem hold, then (B3) also holds for y = & by 
(Bl), (B2), and the definition (2.2). The latter agrees with the given product 
in each component S, by virtue of (Bl). Of course (Bl) may be regarded as a 
definition. 
We remark also that, when (y. > & A E S, , and B = (b; j, p) E S, , 
AB == ((AL,) Pfa,jk 4, 4. (2.3) 
For if 1 E ID, (B2) implies that A(Bl) = k. But Bl = j by (Bl), so k = Aj. 
Similarly, if X E (1,) (/1A)B = Y. Also by (Bl), B[e,B = b. Equation (2.2) thus 
becomes (2.3). Dually, we have 
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3. BANDS OF GROUPS 
Let S be a completely regular semigroup, and let Es be the set of idempotents 
of S. For each a ES, denote by H, the Z-class (maximal subgroup) of S 
containing a. S is called a band of groups if H,H, C H,, for all a, b E S; that is, if 
X is a congruence on S. Evidently S/X is then a band. Since E, is a transversal 
of X, we can transfer the structure of S/X over to Es by defining e *f (e, f E Es) 
to be the identity element of H,, . 
A Rees matrix semigroup M = M(G; 1, fl; P) is a band of groups, and 
EM(*) is isomorphic to the rectangular band on I x fl. Denoting the idempotent 
(p;,:; i, h) of M by (i, X), we have the rule (i, X) * (j, CL) = (i, p). If e = (i, A), 
write p, for p,,$ , and write (a, e) for the element (a; i, h) of M. We then have the 
following rule for multiplication in M: 
(a, e)(b, f 1 = (apd, e * f >. (3.1) 
Accordingly, we may write JZ(G, E(*), p) instead of &(G; I, (1; P), indicating 
that we have a group G, a rectangular band E(*), a mapping p: E -+ G (the 
image of e E E under p denoted by p,), and product on the set G x E defined 
by (3.1). 
Suppose that P is normalized at (1, 1). Let ?I denote the idempotent (1, 1) 
of M. We identify H, = H,, with G, thus u with the identity element of G. If 
e = (i, 4, then p,,t = P,,, and PA,, = P,,, . Hence P is normalized at u if and 
only if 
P eru - P,*, = u (all e E E). (3.2) 
Suppose now that S is a band of groups, and S = U{S,: 01 E Y}, its decomposi- 
tion into completely simple subsemigroups S, . We may assume that each 
S, = &(G, , Em(*), pa). Then the operation * introduced above on Es = 
(J{Ea: 01 E Y} agrees with the operation * on each component E, . 
We take the (reasonable) point of view in this section that the structure of 
Es(*) is known. (The structure of bands should be elucidated before we attack 
the more general problem!) Since X is a congruence, the actions of S, on I, and 
/I, are determined by those of E, , and these in turn by the structure of Es(*). 
Consequently we can apply Theorem 2, discarding all reference to x’s and 4’s, 
to obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let E(*) be a band, and E = u{E,: 01 E Y> its decomposition 
into a semilattice Y of rectangular bands E,(*). With each.element a! of Y associate 
a group G, a&d a sandwich matrix p: E, -+ G, normalized at an element Us of Es . 
Let S, be the Cartesian product G, x E, , and S = lJ{S,: (Y E Y}. With each pair 
(II > /3 in Y associate a mapping [,,0: S, + G, such that .&: S, -+ G, is de$ned by 
(a, e)&,, = a, for all (a, e) E S& . 
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Define product in S as follows. If a, j3 E Y, A = (a, e) E S, , and B = (b, f) E S, , 
then let 
AB = ((At,,,& P%~~&%..B), e *f 1. (3.3) 
This makes each S, into the Rees matrix semigroup .M(G, , Em(*), pa). Product 
on S defined by (3.3) is associative, and S becomes thereby a band of groups with 
E,( *) z E( *), if and only if the following conditions are satisJied. 
(Dl) If a > /3 in Y, A = (a, e) E S, , and f E Ee , then 
P:&A&) ~$+u~*e = P:*~,JA&~J P%, . 
(D2) Let c@ > y in Y, and let A = (a, e) E S, and B = (b, f) E S, . Then, 
with AB deJined by (3.3), 
W) t&.r = (AL) ~;w~*eWs.,)~ 
Conversely, every band of groups S, such that Es( *) is isomorphic to the band E( *), 
is isomorphic to one constructed in this way. 
No formal proof is necessary. Note, however, that in proving the direct part, 
we can infer from Theorem 2 only that the semigroup S so constructed is com- 
pletely regular. But it is clear from (3.3) that z?’ is a congruence on S; in fact, 
f&H, C He,r. 
4. ~-SPLIT BANDS OF GROUPS 
In this section we simplify Theorem 3 considerably by assuming that E(*) is 
g-split. 
Let p be a congruence on a semigroup S. If T is a subsemigroup of S which is 
also a transversal of p (i.e., contains exactly one element from each p-class), then 
we call T a p-splitting subsemigroup of S. In that case, T g S/p. We say that S is 
p-split if it contains a p-splitting subsemigroup. 
If S = (J{S,: OL G Y} is a completely regular semigroup, then Green’s relation 
9 is a congruence on S; the .&classes of S are the completely simple components 
S, , and S/.9 g Y. Any .%splitting subsemigroup T of S consists of idempotents, 
one from each S, . If T r\ S, = {ta}, then T = {ta: 01 E Y}, and tat8 = tas for 
all 01, /I E Y. T is also a g-splitting subsemigroup of the band Es(*), since 
t,t, = t, * t8 . 
Conversely, if U = {u,: OL E Y} is a g-splitting subsemigroup (hence sub- 
semilattice) of Es(*), it is also one of S. For we have u,u, E HUd,,B = Hua8, 
whence u,u,, = u,s . Similarly, u~u,, E Hud, so ueuue = u,, . Hence u,ua = 
h4k3 = %(U8Ua8) = %%, = %8 9 so that U is also a subsemigroup of S. Thus 
g-split (band of groups) = (%+-split band) of groups. 
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THEOREM 4. Let E(j) = (J(E,( * : a! E Y} be a %split band, and let U = ) 
{uu: (Y E Y} be a Q-splitting subsemilattice ofE(*) with u, E E, . With each element OL 
of Y associate a group G, and a sandwich matrix p? E, + G, normalized at u, . 
Let S, be the Cartesian product G, x E, , and S = (J{S=: 01 E Y}. With each pair 
(Y > p in Y associate a homomorphism q&e: G, -+ Ge , defining d,,, to be the 
identity automorphism of G, , such that the following conditions hold. 
(El) If a > B > Y in K then TL+&.~ = &, . 
(E2) If a > ,6 in Y and e E E, , thenp,“&,o = pz,,,, . 
(E3) Ifa>/3inY,aEG,,eEE,,andfEEe,then 
Define product in S as follows. If (Y, /3 E Y, (a, e) E S, , and (b, f) E Se , then let 
(a, WY f 1 = (&LB) P~f321,B&4~,,r~), e *f ). (4.1) 
Then S becomes a g-split band of groups; conversely, every such is isomorphic to a 
semigroup constructed in this way. 
Proof. We prove the converse first. Let S be a B-split band of groups. Then 
(to within isomorphism) we can consider S to be constructed as in Theorem 3. 
Moreover, we normaize the pa at the elements u, of a a-splitting subsemigroup 
U of E,(*) (hence of S, as noted above). 
Note first that if a: > j3 in Y, and e E E, , then 
Pke = P&*e = u, * (4.2) 
For, by (3.2), PL 
8 
= u, for every f E Ee , and we can take f = e * Us to obtain 
first equation in ( .2); proof of the second is similar. 
Observe next the following special case of condition (D2) of Theorem 3 
replacing /3 by 01 and y by /I. If 01 > /I, and if A = (a, e) and B = (6, f) both 
belong to S, , then 
CAB) LR = W~,R) ~&w@%,,). (4.3) 
If either e * u, = e or ua c f = f, this reduces to 
WVm,, = W~,R)(B~~~R)~ (4.4) 
Taking the first case (proof for the second being similar), and using u@ * u, = u, 
and u, * e * u, = u, , 
fCu~*e=f*u,*e*u,=f~uB*u,*e*u, 
z.z f*uB”u, =f*ufl. 
By (4.2), the sandwich term in (4.3) is ua . 
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One immediate consequence of (4.4) is that, for any e E E, , (e * u,)&s and 
(ua t e)faBs are idempotent elements of G, . Hence 
(e * v&L,0 = b, * 4E,,0 = u0. (4.5) 
Define $01,8: G,+ G, to be the restriction of ,& to G, . By (4.4), &o is a 
homomorphism. 
If (a, e) E S, , then (a, e) = ( e * a,) a(~, * e), where we identify a with (a, u,). 
Two applications of (4.4), along with (4.9, yield 
(a, ehL = 4~. (4.6) 
Equation (4.1) is now immediate from (4.3), and (E3), follows from (Dl). 
By (3.1), or first principles, if e E E, then 
(urn * e)(e * u,) = (u, , u, * e)(u, , e * u,) 
= (PL,*, , u, * e * 4 
== (pew, u,) = p,a. 
Hence, by (4.3), and using (4.5), 
Since u, * zc, * u, = ug , we obtain (E2). 
Finally, to show (El), let OL > /3 > y in Y. From (4.1) we find that, for any 
a E G, , au, = (c&~ , ue) = u&B . Since u,u, = u, , we then have 
Hence (El) holds. 
Turning now to the direct part of Theorem 4, let S = U{S,: 01 E Y} be 
constructed as described in the theorem, with conditions (El-E3) holding. We 
proceed to show that the hypotheses for the direct part of Theorem 3 hold. It 
will then follow that S is a band of groups. Since S/X s E(*), and E(*) is 
g-split by hypothesis, it then follows that S is g-split. 
We define [or,o: S, + G, (a > /3) by (4.6). Equation (4.1) then implies (3.3), 
and condition (E3) implies (Dl). All that remains is to prove (D2). Let CY/~ > y in 
Y, and let A = (a, e) E S, and B = (b,f) E S, . By (4.1), (4.6), and (E2), 
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where 
g = (f * %3 * e) * u, * (f * urn6 * e) 
= f *u,e*e*u,e*u,*u,e~f*u,ece 
=f*uaB*uy*u,,*e =f*q,*e. 
Again using (4.6) we arrive at (D2). 
5. COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS SATISFYING B-COVERING 
Let S = u{S,: ~1! E Y} be a completely regular semigroup satisfying 
B-covering, the latter meaning that if e and f are idempotents of S such that 
e E S, and f E S, with (Y > ,CI, then e > f. We shall apply Theorem 2 to give a 
structure theorem for such semigroups (Theorem 5). 
As in Section 2, we can assume S, = &(G,; I, , (1,; P,), for each OL E Y, with 
P, = (pF,J normalized at (I, , 1,). We identify a E G, with (a; 1, , I,), and, in 
particular, S, with G, if S, is a group (i.e., 1 I, / = ) /l, 1 = 1). 
LEMMA 5.1. If (Y > y in Y, then every idempotent element of S, acts as a 
two-sided identity element on S, . If 01 # $3 # /3 in Y, then S,, = GE0 , and 
ef = eaa for any idempotents e of S, and f of S, . 
Proof. Let e2 = e E S, and c E S,, . Let f be the identity element of H, . 
Since S satisfies g-covering, e > f, and hence ec = efc = fc = c; similarly, 
ce = c. 
Nowleta#~~#BinY,andlete2=eES,andf2=f~S~.Sinceor>~~ 
and ,6 > & both e and f act as identities on S,, , and clearly the same must be 
true of ef. But ef E S,, . Hence S,, is a completely simple semigroup containing 
an identity element, hence is a group. By convention, S,, = G,, , and we have 
also shown that ef = e,, . 
LEMMA 5.2. Let OL > /3 in Y, and let (a; i, A) E S, , (6; j, CL) E Se . Then 
(a; i, 4(&j, P) = a&i CL), 
(b; j, p)(a; i, A> = t&j, da. 
Proof. Since P, is normalized, (em,; i  1,) and (e,; 1, , X) are idempotent. By 
Lemma 5.1, they act as identity elements on SD , and hence 
(a; i, A)(& j, pcL) = (em; i, I,>@; 1,) l.)(e,; 1,) 4(&j, CL) 
= (a; 1,) l,)(b; j, P) = a(b;j, CL). 
The proof of the second equation is similar. 
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THEOREM 5. With each element a of a semilattice Y associate a Rees matrix 
semigroup S, = &(G,; I, , A,; PJ with P, normalized at (1, , I,), and with 
S, n Se = @ if (II # /3. Assume that if 01 # C@ # /3, then S,, is a group (which we 
identify with G,,). For each 01 > /3 in Y, assume that G, acts by permutations on I, 
from the left and on A, from the right. With each pair 01 > /? in Y associate a 
mapping&e: G, -+ GB such that the following conditions are satisfied, for all 01 > /3 
in (Cl-C4) and all 01 > /3 > yin (CS-C6): 
(Cl) Wd,,, = k4d&blWa,J (all a9 b E 6); 
(C2) &lWa,B)A,i = p!,&#dpL,~ (all a E G, , i E IB 9 h E 4); 
(C3) PR,Aa,e = eo (all i E I, , h E A,); 
(C4) p$ j = j and t~p;,~ = lo (all i E I, , j E I, , h E A, , TV E A,); 
(C5) hdeo,v = L; 
(C6) (a+&i = ai and h(a&e) = ha (all a E G, , i EI, , X E 4,). 
De$neproduct in S = u{S,: 01 E Y} asfollows. If (a; i, X) E S, and (b; j, TV) E Se, 
let 
(a; i, 4(b; j, CL) = @Ad pf&; 4 CL) if a>B, 
(5.1) 
Then S becomes a completely regular semigroup satisfying %+-covering. Conversely, 
every such semigroup is isomorphic to one constructed in this way. 
Proof. We prove the converse first. Let S be a completely regular semigroup 
satisfying g-covering. Being a completely regular semigroup, S has the structure 
described in Theorem 2. We use the language and notation of actions (of S, on 
Ia and (1, when 01 > 8) rather than the mappings xo,a and #n,B (see the remark at 
the end of Section 2). 
Let CL > /3 in Y, and let A = (a; i, X) E S, and B = (b;j, p) E S, . By (2.3), 
AB = WLo)~~,d; 4, CL). (5.2) 
As a special case of this, 
aB = UaL) p!,,$; 4 CL). 
By Lemma 5.2, AB = aB. Hence Aj = aj for all j E Ie . Dually, we can show 
that PA = pa for all p E A, . In particular, 1 A = la, and we then conclude from 
AB = aB that A&e = al.,s. Defining &,s: G, -+ GB to be the restriction of tol,a 
to G, , we have shown that 
(a; i, 4Lu = 4,,, (all (a; i, h) E S,). (5.3) 
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Equation (5.2) now reduces to the case of 01 > /3 of (5.1). The case 01 < ,9 is dual, 
and the case 01 = j is just product in .M(G,; 1, , /1,; PJ. If we now apply (2.2) 
to the case OL # c$l # /3, using (5.3), and note from Lemma 5.1 that 1 la0 1 = 
/ /l,, / = 1, we obtain the fourth case in (5.1). 
Let 01 > /3 in Y. As remarked after Theorem 2, S, acts on I, from the left and 
on /1, from the right. In particular, so does the subgroup G, of S, . By Lemma 5. I, 
e, induces the identity transformation of I, and fl, , and hence the action of G, 
on ID and A, is by permutations. 
All that remains is to show that (Cl-C6) hold. From the third equation in 
(B3), replacing p by (Y and y by /7, we get (for a: > ,6, and A, B E S,), 
CAB) L,P = MLJ ~tm(BL4. 
(Cl) is immediate from this and the definition of +ol,o. Similarly, (C2) is 
immediate from (BO). 
Let a = (pz,&l. Then (a; i, X) is an idempotent element of S, , so, by 
Lemma 5.1, (a; i, h)(b; j, I*) = (b; j, II) for all (b; j, p) E S, , Comparing this 
with the first case in (5.1), we find 
kwb> PL = ee , aj=j (all j E I,). 
Hence the first half of (C4) holds, and the second half is dual thereto. Also, 
taking j = 1 and using the normalization of Ps , we obtain (C3). 
Letor>/3>yinY,andletaEG,andiEI,,.Letb=u+~,a.By(5.1), 
ae&, ; i, 1,) = (b; al,, lR)(ey ; i, 1,) 
= W0.A PLi ; & u 
4, ; i, 1,) = (a$,.v ; ai, 1,). 
By Lemma 5.1, e,(e,; i, 1,) = (ey; i, l,), so these are equal. Hence ai = bi = 
(a&.& proving the first part of (C6), and the second is dual. Also, taking 
i = l,, we havepy,,, = e, , and so u$~,~ = S#,,, = u&&~,~ , proving (C5). 
Turning now to the direct half of Theorem 5, assume all the hypotheses and 
notation of the theorem. We state two consequences of these hypotheses as 
lemmas for later use. 
LEMMA 5.3. If o! > /3 in Y, then 
foralla,bEG,;iEI,,XEA,. 
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Proof. Writing c for P,*,~ and (b for +E,s, we have cd = es by (C3), and 
cj = j, p = p for all j E I, , p E A, , by (C4). Hence, by (Cl), 
since $&Cl = pfa,i = e, and lac = (1a)c = la. 
LEMMA 5.4. If 01 > /3 in Y, then 
(up’&b)j = ubj and &&A = 4 
forullu,bEG,; iEI,,jEIp;hEA,,ptzEB. 
Proof. Immediate from (C4) and the hypothesis that G, acts on I0 and A, . 
We proceed now to apply Theorem 2. We take condition (Bl) as a definition of 
f,., , xa,= , and h,, . For (Y > /3 and A = (a; i, A) E S, , we define At,,, , Axa,a, 
and 4%~ by 
AL7 = 4%a 7 
(Axdj = 4 (all i E 44, 
~kbbJ = w (all p E A,). 
(BO) is then immediate from (C2). 
Let A = (a; i, A) E S, and B = (b; j, CL) E S, . If CL > fl, then (Ax~,~)(Bx~,J = 
(Ax,,,&j>* = <uj)*, and Wd(W,4 = W+b,&l) = (P). Hence 032) 
holds with k = uj and v = CL. Moreover we see that (2.2) agrees with the first case 
in (5.1). The case 01 < /3 is dual, and the case 01 = /3 is trivial. (B2) also holds 
trivially for the case OL # q3 # /3, since 1 I,, 1 = / A,, 1 = 1, and (2.2) agrees with 
the fourth case in (5.1) since ~p{,~i = e,, . 
To show (B3), let a/3 > y, A = ( a; i, A) E S, , B = (b; j, p) E S, . We must 
considerthecasesa:>B,ol<B,ol=8,andor#~~#B.LetKEI,,vEfl,. 
We are to show in each case that 
(AB)k = A(Bk) = u(bk), 
v(AB) = (vA)B = (vu)b, 
W) t&v = hL.,> &.dWid 
We omit the second, which is dual to the first. 
Case a > ,8. AB = ((u$e,B)pf,,jb; aj, CL). We have 
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by Lemma 5.4. This is equal to (a&#&), since GB acts on I,, , and this in turn to 
a(M) by (C6). Likewise, 
W) 4&Y = W%6> PLdld&Y 
= N$h3) dS,Yl P,Y,,&A3J 
by Lemma 5.3 and the fact that l(a&J = la by (C6). The desired conclusion 
now follows from (C5). 
Case 01 < 8. Dual to the preceding. 
Case a: = 8. AB = (a&b; i, p). We have 
(AB)k = (upi,jb)k = (ab)k = a(bk) 
by Lemma 5.4. Likewise 
by (C6). Likewise 
by Lemma 5.3 and the facts that I(u&,,~) = la and (&uB)l = bl by (C6). 
Using (C5), we reach the desired conclusion. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5. 
6. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we specialize Theorem 5 to orthogroups (Theorem 6.1) and 
bands of groups (Theorem 6.2). 
A completely regular semigroup S = u(S,: 01 E Y}, where 
S, = JV% I, ,A,; Pa) 
and each P, is normalized, is orthodox if and only if & = e, for all h EJ, , 
i E 1, . If this is the case, each S, is the direct product G, x (1% x (1,) of a group 
G, and a rectangular band I, x /1,; such a semigroup is called a rectangular 
group. 
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The following theorem is immediate from Theorem 5. It was found by 
Fortunatov [3] and one of us [9] for the case Y totally ordered. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S = u{S,: a E Y} be a disjoint union of rectangular groups 
S, = G, x I, x A, , indexed by a semilattice Y. Assume that if 01 # q3 # p in Y, 
then [ Ias 1 = 1 A,, 1 = 1; we then identify S,, with G,, . For every pair 01 > /3 in 
Y, assume that G, acts by permutations on Isfrom the left and on A, from the right, 
and that there exists a homomorphism &e: G, --f G, such that, for all 01 > /3 > y 
in Y, 
w Ad34B.Y = hw > 
W (aC.,& = ai and X(a&,,) = ha, 
for all a E G, , i E I, , h E A,, . De$ne product in S as follows. If (a; i, h) E S, and 
(b; j, CL) E Se , let 
(a; 6 4k.L CL) = ((aAJb; 4, P) if ff>B, 
= (a(b+,d; i, hb) if a</% 
= (ab; i, p) if (Y=/3, 
= G&ddb+e.me) if a # g # 8. (6.1) 
Then S becomes an orthogroup satisfying g-cowering. Conversely, every such 
orthogroup can be constructed in this way. 
Turning now to the specialization of Theorem 5 to bands of groups, let S 
be a semigroup constructed as in Theorem 5. From (5.1) it is clear that S will 
be a band of groups if and only if, for every (Y > /I in Y, G, acts trivially on Ie and 
A, (that is, ai = i and ha = h for all a E G, , i E I, , X E /I,). If this is the case, 
B B Pla,j = Pl,j = e6 and Pbl = PT,, = e, in (5.1). Likewise, &a,bl = pf,, = e, in 
(Cl), so each$rr,B is a homomorphism. Also, (C2) becomes 
while (C4) and (C6) become superfluous. Thus the following theorem is 
immediate from Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let S = U{S,: (Y E Y} be a disjoint union of Rees matrix semi- 
groups S, = .M(G,; I,, A,; P,), indexed by a semilattice Y, and with each P, 
normalized. Assume that if 01 # a/3 # /3 in Y, then S,, = GUe, and that, for every 
pair OL > /3 in Y, there exists a homomorphism +aa.B: G, -+ Go such that the following 
conditions hold. 
(C2’) For every pair 01 > /3 in Y, and for all i E I, , h E A, , P!,~ belongs to 
the centralizer of Gmg& in Ge . 
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(C3) For every pair cx > /3 in Y, and for all i E I, , h E A, , P:,~ belongs to 
the kernel of #a,s . 
(C5) For every triple OL > B > yin Y, +a,B+B,y = &,, . 
Define product in S as follows. If (a; i, X) E S, and (b; j, p) E SO , let 
(a; i, W; j, ~1 = (W,,,& j, CL) if a>& 
= (a(W,& i, 4 if 01 <8, 
= (a&b; i, P) ff a=/% 
= WE.&44 if a f 4 f Be (6.2) 
Then S becomes a band of groups satisfying %covering. Conversely, every such 
band of groups can be constructed in this way. 
There is an interesting class of bands of groups satisfying g-covering that 
arose in the work of Kacman [5]. 
Let Q be a chain (=totally ordered set). Let {S,: 01 E a} be a set of mutually 
disjoint semigroups indexed by9. Define product in S = lJ{&: 01 E Q>, extending 
the given product in each S, , as follows. If a E S, and b E SO with 01 # /3, then let 
ab = a if 01 < 8, 
= b if 01 > /I. 
Associativity is easily checked. We call S the ordinal sum of the chain Sz of semi- 
groups S, (CY E Q). 
It is easily seen that a band is an ordinal sum of rectangular bands if and only 
if it satisfies B-covering and its structure semilattice is a chain. 
For any semigroup S, let Z’(S) d enote the lattice of subsemigroups of S, 
empty set included. A surjective homomorphism of c’(S) onto a lattice L is 
called special if @ [Sj is the only element of Z’(S) mapped onto the least 
[greatest] element of L. Kacman [5] showed that there exists a special complete 
homomorphism of Z’(S) onto a relatively complemented lattice if and only if 
(1) S is a band of groups, 
(2) S/X is an ordinal sum of rectangular bands, 
(3) S is idempotent generated, and 
(4) S is periodic. 
The following corollary of Theorem 6.2 gives the structure of the semigroups 
figuring in Kacman’s theorem. 
COROLLARY 6.3. A semigroup satisfies Kacmun’s conditions (I), (2), (3) if and 
only if it is an ordinal sum of idempotent-generated, completely simple sem&oups. 
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Proof. The “if” part is evident. Conversely, let S = u{S,: (YE Y> be a 
band of groups satisfying (2) and (3). Then Y is a chain, and S/s satisfies 
g-covering. The latter implies that S itself satisfies g-covering. For suppose 
e2 = e E S, and f 2 = f E S, , with OL > 8. Let H, denote the s-class (maximal 
subgroup) of S containing e. Since S/Z satisfies g-covering, H,H, c H, and 
HrHe _C H, . This implies that H, v Hf is a subsemigroup of S which is a 
(two-element) semilattice of groups. But this implies e > f. 
Hence we may assume that S has the structure described in Theorem 6.2. We 
recall that the idempotents of S, = A’(G,; 1, , A,; PJ are the elements of S, 
of the form (@I:,,)-l; i, A). It follows that if G,’ is the subgroup of G, generated 
by the set (p$: i E I,, X E AN} of entries of P, , then the subsemigroup S,’ of 
S, generated by the idempotents of S, is A(G,‘; & , A,; P,). By Kacman’s 
condition (3) S,’ = S, , and hence G,’ = G, . From condition (C3) of Theorem 
6.2, we conclude that Ga+a,B = (c}, since G, is generated by the entries p$ of 
P, . From this and (6.2) it follows that S is the ordinal sum of the S, . 
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